
 

Economy or Health - What should be government’s current 

priority 

 

Introduction 

The world is facing humanity’s biggest crisis. Nearly each country has been stricken by the 

devastating Coronavirus sickness (COVID-19). A scourge from China has gone all over. 

Within the previous few months, Corona’s geographical point has been shifted from China to 

Europe to the United States. Billions of individuals are full of the impact of the worldwide 

pandemic of COVID-19. 

Undoubtedly, this Coronavirus has place the planet economy at a serious risk. Coronavirus 

ravages the economic foundations of world trade. Commentators have known this irruption as 

AN outcome of hyper-globalization or beginning of de-globalization. However, the countries 

go to face recession; and also the world losses, consistent with some commentators, might 

exceed the world Wars I and II combined. At identical time, the falling world worth of 

petroleum has added more anxieties. Many estimates are currently out there on the economic 

loss and post-COVID-19 growth path, and most of the estimates show that the planet is already 

in a depression. 

South and Southeast Asian countries aren't any exception. They’re heavily affected, health or 

otherwise. Countries are beneath full or partial lockdown for the previous few weeks. It’s a 

worldwide challenge and a worldwide response is termed for. Flattening the COVID-19 curve 

along helps everybody in a comprehensive manner. 

 

Economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic in India 

The economic impact of the 2020 coronavirus pandemic in India has been mostly turbulent. 

India's growth within the fourth quarter of the financial year 2020 went right down to 3.1% per 

the Ministry of Statistics.  

The World Bank and rating agencies had ab initio revised India's growth for FY2021 with very 

cheap figures India has seen in 3 decades since India's economic alleviation within the Nineties. 

Unemployment rose from 6.7% on fifteen March to twenty-sixth on nineteen April so 

backtrack to pre-lockdown levels by mid-June. Throughout the lockdown, a calculable fourteen 

crores (140 million) individuals lost employment whereas salaries were cut for several others.1 

Quite 45th of households across the country have reported a financial gain drop as compared 

to the previous year. The Indian economy was expected to lose over ₹32,000 crores (US$4.5 

                                                             
1 Goyal, Malini (22 March 2020). "Covid-19: How the deadly virus hints at a looming financial crisis" (http 

s://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/finance/covid-19-crisis-how-the-deadly-virus-hints-at-a -

looming-financial crisis/articleshow/74752200.cms). The Economic Times. Retrieved 23 March 2020. 



 

billion) a day throughout the primary 21- days of complete lockdown, that was declared 

following the coronavirus happening. Underneath complete lockdown, but 1 / 4 of India's $2.8 

trillion economic movements were functional.2 

Up to fifty-three of companies within the country were projected to be considerably affected. 

Supply chains are put out stress with the lockdown restrictions in place; ab initio, there was a 

scarcity of clarity in streamlining what an "essential" is and what's not. Those within the 

informal sectors and daily wage teams are at the foremost risk. An oversized range of farmers 

around the country who grow foodstuff conjointly long-faced uncertainty.3 

 

Let us have a look at the sector-wise impact on Indian industry:-  

 Chemical Industry:  Some chemical plants are close up in China. Therefore there'll be 

restrictions on shipments/logistics. it had been found that two hundredth of the 

production has been wedged because of the disruption in material supply. China is a 

major provider of Indigo that's needed for denim. Business in India is probably going 

to urge affected therefore individuals securing their supplies. However, it's a chance. 

United States and EU can try to diversify their markets. A number of the business may 

be pleased to India which might even be taken as a bonus. 

 

 Shipping Industry: Coronavirus irruption has wedged the business of loading 

movement service suppliers. As per the sources, per day per vessel has declined by 

quite 75-80% in dry bulk trade. 

 

 Auto Industry:  Its impact on Indian firms can vary and rely upon the extent of the 

business with China. China’s business little doubts is affected. However, current levels 

of the inventory appear to be decent for the Indian trade. If the closing in China 

continues then it's expected to end in an 8-10% contraction of Indian automotive vehicle 

producing in 2020. 

 

 Pharmaceuticals Industry:  Despite being one in every of the highest formulations of 

drug exporters within the world, the pharmacy trade of India depends heavily on import 

as of bulk medicine. Because of the coronavirus irruption, it'll even be compact. 

 

 Textiles Industry:  because of coronavirus irruption, many garments/textile factories 

in China have halted operations that successively moving the exports of material, yarn, 

and alternative raw materials from India. 

 

                                                             
2 "Lockdown relaxation — more than half of India's economy may reopen from Monday, says Nomura" (htt 
ps://www.businessinsider.in/policy/economy/news/lockdown-relaxation-more-than-half-of-indian-econom y-

may-reopen-from-monday-april-20/articleshow/75220299.cms). Business Insider. Retrieved 18 April 2020. 
3 Das, Goutam (30 March 2020). "136 million jobs at risk in post-corona India" (https://www.livemint.com/n 

ews/india/136-million-jobs-at-risk-in-post-corona-india-11585584169192.html). Livemint. Retrieved 2 April 

2020. 
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 Solar Power Sector:  Indian developers might face some insufficiency of raw materials 

required in solar panels/cells and small amount of stocks from China. 

 

 Electronics Industry:  the most important provider in China in electronics being a final 

product or staple utilized in the electronic business. India’s electronic business might 

face supply disruptions, production, reduction impact on product costs because of 

serious dependence on electronics element supply directly or indirectly, and native 

producing. 

 

 IT Industry: The New Year holidays in China has been extended because of 

coronavirus happening that adversely wedged the revenue and growth of Indian IT 

firms. 

 

 Tourism and Aviation: because of the coronavirus happening, the influx of tourists 

from China and from different East Asian regions to India can lose which will impact 

the business sector and revenue. 

 

Condition of Healthcare System in India 

The Indian health care situation presents a spectrum of different landscapes. At one side of the 

spectrum are the glitzy steel and glass structures delivering high tech Medicare to the 

comfortable, largely urban Indian. On the opposite side are the damaged outposts within the 

remote reaches of the “other India” attempting urgently to measure up to their identity as health 

sub-centers, waiting to be remodeled to shrines of health and upbeat, a story that we'll wait to 

check to unfold. With the speedy pace of modification presently being witnessed, this spectrum 

is probably going to widen more, presenting even a lot of quality within the future. 

In the 2019 world Health Security Index, that measures pandemic preparation for countries 

supported their ability to handle the crisis, India stratified fifty-seven, under us at one, the 

united kingdom at two, Brazil at twenty-two, and Italia at thirty-one, suggesting it's a lot of 

susceptible to the pandemic than countries that have seen a high variety of fatalities to this 

point. 

India’s low investment within the health sector, dedicating only 1.3% of its gross domestic 

product, is currently creating it susceptible to COVID-19. It contrasts with different developing 

countries like Brazil, which spends 7.5% of its annual gross domestic product on health, 

Bhutan, which has allotted 3.6%, and Bangladesh, which dedicates 2.2%. 

Among developed nations, South Korea has unbroken its attention expenditure at a walloping 

8.1%, Japan 10.9%, and therefore the United States of America at 8.5%. 

India incorporates a severe shortage of health care employees. consistent with the Health 

Ministry information discharged in October last year, there's one doctor for every 11,082 

people, which is quite ten times the doctor-patient magnitude relation that the world Health 



 

Organization (WHO). The WHO mandates that the doctor to population magnitude relation 

ought to be 1:1,000, whereas India had a 1:1,404 quantitative relation as of Feb 2020. 

 

Is the healthcare system ready for COVID-19 surge? 

With the growing range of coronavirus cases in India (and worldwide), policymakers have 

sprung into action – additional info is being disseminated concerning preventive measures like 

hand washing and not touching the face. Social distancing has been urged as a tool to “flatten 

the curve”, or in different words, forestall the health system from being bowed down. 

Private health care is pricey and untouchable for several poor households in India that leaves 

public health care facilities because the solely offered choice for them. For patients who are 

found to be COVID-19 positive, isolation wards ar needed; in addition, for crucial cases, 

medical aid is required.  

The availability of government beds is terribly low in India, and a pestilence like coronavirus 

will terribly quickly complicate the matter even more. A calculable 5-10% of total patients 

would require vital care within the type of ventilator support.  The growing demand for 

ventilators goes to outstrip the restricted offer extremely shortly.  

While demand is being unbroken down by activity interventions like social distancing etc, 

supply of beds and demanding care instrumentality like ventilators has to be quickly ramped 

up. During this regard, the govt. has already prohibited the export of vital care medical 

instrumentality. In addition, excess capability privately health care will be strategically 

employed by the govt. and emergency plans of fixing hospital beds in army camps ought to be 

executed as presently as attainable. 

 

Conclusion 

At this time, it is impossible to make one as priority but it is required to maintain each aspect 

at its best for the betterment of the country. Economic situation is equally important as the 

health of the citizens in the country. So it’s impossible to take care of one thing and neglect the 

other. It would be better if the government should maintain equal balance in healthcare 

infrastructure along with the economy of the country. 
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